
PROJECT BACKGROUND

In seeking revenge for the past, Darth Maul fights Obi-Wan on Tatooine and is defeated.
As Maul falls, the rise of an unforeseen darkness clouds the force as Kenobi was not the

only one with a secret. Darth Maul too had something to hide. This is the story of a
young, ambitious Dathmorian, Zoo Tabak, discovering he is the spawn of the Sith Lord,

Maul. Upon learning who his father is, Zoo sets on a course to avenge his tribe and
father. Now he seeks revenge against the Emperor and Obi-Wan Kenobi, the Jedi that

killed his father. This is Zoo's journey to find the foes of his father and defeat them.

THEME

SYNOPSIS
TONE

While some stories may be forgotten, that doesn't  mean they
are finished, especially revenge stories.

The world of Star Wars. A Star Wars fan film.

Darth Maul: Origins of Zoo Tabak is Star Wars Fan Film that explores the dark side of the force and everything
that has made it so. We dive deep into the world of Dathomir and the origins of Stars Wars most notorious
Sith Lord Darth Maul. Within the film there are many references to cannon (Star Wars Bible) and storyline of
the world. The viewer will witness favorite scenes and favorite characters in a new light, from different
angles and perspectives.

The script explores; the dark side, Dathomirian history, Maul's background, how he came to be, the
Nightbrothers and Nightsisters life on Dathomir, their rituals and the environment of Dathomir. The viewer
will experience this unique Dathomirian story shown through Maul's life.

Maul's complicated life is depicted and shown by the introduction of two new characters into the Star Wars
world, Maul's love interest  Hana Tabak and their son Zoo Tabak. This fan film answers the question of "What
If" Darth Maul had a son before he was cut in half by Obi-Wan Kenobi.



SETTING OF THE FILM



CAST

Jamila Aldana
ADULT RAJMA

Joe Falcetano
ADULT RAJMA

Conor Kennedy
JEDI

Lucas Hogan
JEDI



PRODUCTION DETAILS

Confirmed Crew: 45 
Confirmed Cast: 60 

 
Cast Members Production Start: Aug-Sept 

 
Location: Philadelphia, PA / New Jersey

 
Production Days - 17 Days 

10 Days of Dialogue on Location 
6 Days of Fighting on Location 
1 Day of Green Screen in Studio


